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Thanks to the journal Work, in which 

and to the journal , 

fénéon collective.

Warmest thanks to Monsieur G., who 
Faits Divers de la Poésie 

Américaine et Britannique -



Quatrième de couverture

—Luc Sante, translator of Novels in Three Lines

—Tom Raworth

need a weathercock to know which way the blind wow. They wow for you.
—Michael Robbins 

—Michael Hansen, former Editor, 

fénéon collective is a hydra-headed Vasari for the 21st

Under the street the beach
also too often under the street another street



—Steve Evans

—Don Share, Editor, Poetry

Mme. Perillo. 

—Daisy Fried 



—Noah Eli Gordon

—Pierre Joris

—Andrés Ajens

—Justin Katko

—Barrett Watten

 



else does either.
—Lynn Behrendt

—Bill Freind 

—John Latta



And to the memory of Marcel Broodthaers and Hans Haacke.



Preface to the “Second Edition”

received around twenty.

to myself.

buyout of 



been

—Anonyme

* “Anonyme” passed away in fall of 2013, after a long struggle with a tropical heart disease he’d contracted decades earlier, in Nicaragua. Or so we are told.  
The manuscript was sent to us by the “comrade from England” he refers to above.   —The Editors





Who was the fénéon collective? [Introduction to the First Edition]

faits divers

Faits Divers de la Poésie Américaine et 
Britannique

faits divers

Le Matin
Sante as Novels in Three Lines

th

of early 21st

they are most often more fanciful, loquacious, and didactically satirical than 



still in their twenties. They communicated to me that they had admired my 

the nine members. 

Faits Divers



from the four self-styled Bretons. They, of course, later insisted the fruit 



the troubled cadre of the fénéon collective. Whether or not we will hear from 

—Anonyme





to actual individuals or institutions 
is in some cases fortuitous.



Works of the fénéon collective [Book One]



Poets unfolded, as normal, all around the mystery.

th

Timelessly, the Museum Guards looked on.

-

-
dows, to the ten thousand directions.

for Pétain and claimed that Hitler deserved the Nobel Peace 



-

Foundation. Finally, he broke.

-



-

street below.



-



the streets.



in attendance, dressed in the suitable insouciant style.

Boston Review, after two years without anyone 

th



really

blind in both eyes.

inside a Steinway.

had missed it.





-

barren land.



Harmlessly, the troubled MFA student from Southwestern 

last toke, at a crack house. 

As revealed by M. Nealon, in an essay last May in 

seem to have entered and left by way of the chimney.

-
tasies to come.



the ears.

the BART.



He who once wrote that reference is a commodity fetish, the 

one bottle of TUMS, and a remote control.

ancient canyon.

-

Le Monde

Mlle Boyer, ever stern, looked sternly at the camera. The 

Heart attack.



in Palo Alto.

The reviewer M. Eli Gordon, naked and covered in tattoos, 



-

to an audience of children, who seem, in their innocence, 

little bodies.



meditation retreat.

of the weekly tabloid 

was called to order, in Tucson.



Greenlaw chased him with a knife, all the way to Stratford.

case is on.

-
-

-
-

Ecole Normale. 



Well, it seemed

M. Steele, who at once threw himself into a fountain. Which, 

writer M. Welch walked out of the Sierras yesterday, near 

his own blood.

the bow.



M. Massey, the haikuist of Souille, fractured his thumb, in-

for the door, has left this world.



theory, nil.

.



-

from the ashes.

Poems by Pierre Reverdy.

Poetry, 

-



-



out of 

by a hair.

-
The Best American Poetry an-

nuals, tarred and feathered M. Lehman, the famous dandy 

under construction.



Nation

intruder turned away. Softly behind him, he closed the door.

-

review, no review. 



-

-



editor strolled on.

The Believer, rammed a sword 

Patton

Grimly, the jury looked on.



to look for her.

tortured in Abu Ghraib, but survived to marry an American 
damsel, threw himself under a locomotive. His intestines 





The SPD Staff Holiday Selection List has come out, for the 

-

-



the same. Then the drunk named Jacquot ran in and struck 
him on the head, with a cane. 

A burnt carcass is what M. Ansari resembled, after he was set 



Buuck. Head injuries, for both, are serious.

members of the Abdel-Fatah family are left. 



-
mored vehicle cut him in half.

less caused a commotion, on account of its lit fuse and 
colorful wires.

-
-



white liberal hundreds. As she declaimed the old war-horse 

-
-

work was all about
to sue.

-



letters section of Poetry



-



Olds, across the street, who nodded demurely. Then both ran 

th

.

in the 



totally

author of the book Novel Pictorial Noise



editor of the Socialist Review
Starsky and Hutch.

Dear M. Watten,

Thank you for your communication, wherein you claim that 



this really is the funniest one.

—the fénéon collective

-

the Editor of Poetry



M. Schwabsky, critic for the Nation

be removed. Quotes become the stuff of which a heavy 
crown of irony is made.

Piqued that his claim to be the keystone of American 

Gervais-les-Bains.

-
-

-



Poetry -
Poetry

-

Believer



My Very 
First Poems.



-

to us a mild frisson, but you are now out. Out and done, vieil 

Le Monde

Sullivan, as is the custom, has threatened to sue.



Marc-Bloch.

neither job nor home, but he did have a few coins. 

shouted some lines from Baudelaire, and drank it.

American Hybrid

-



Guardian



-

simultaneous.

Twelve votaries of the Order of New Formalism have been ar-

Poetry



the February sun.

 Mediterranean 

Nation

-

-

-



it is he.



snail collector.

Poetry -

At a bar, in Montmartre, afterhours at the AWP, attractive 

-

rounds to their hair-covered bosoms.

under the command of M. Theune and M. Giscombe.



-

Who are these Dickman Twins, suddenly ev-

sous-Bois. 

Once a Bolsheviki, now a Mensheviki, the sad and dy-

-

they do it blindly, so do you,
but they are vast, and we are doomed,

if he had seen the jellied cream
would be the Truth of History,



the Eros of their drive encase.

in smaller thou than which thou art.

conclave, in Orono.





Afterword

on material reality.

jostles loose into the mucous membrane on a Monday two days later.  The 







Lebensraum
from critique, as it seems now, or vice versa, as it in fact is.

who are convinced they are laureates when really they are Robert Southey, or 

An old Fainéant détournement

leave, thus.



COMMENTS (82)

On December 14, 2008 at 9:41 pm feneon collective wrote: Thank you, M. Dinh, we are 
appreciative of your support. There is an entry for you, in fact, on our blog. We will do our best. 
–the feneon collective On December 15, 2008 at 12:41 am Anonymous wrote: Contemporary 
poets are clearly more interested in writing their own history than they are in writing poetry. 
Hence, the Biggest School of Poetry literature has yet seen: The Careerist School. On December 
15, 2008 at 11:03 am Roque Dalton wrote: The feneon collective should write a faits divers on 
the crass discourse control in force at the Poetics List. The “moderators” there, it now seems, 
are even blocking announcements of books authored by poets M. Bernstein has proscribed. 

15, 2008 at 11:49 am Michael Robbins wrote: Hilariously glum, as is his wont of late, M. Silliman 
links not to this masterful subversion of every type of careerism, contra glum Anon above. All 

What elephant in the room, of marble men & maidens overwrought? You need a weathercock 
to know which way the blind wow. They wow for you. On December 15, 2008 at 1:06 pm Bill 

attendance will accuse each other of bad faith, careerism, and destroying poetry. Each of us will 
then return to our apartments, drink four Zimas and start our own blogs, which will immediately 
ban anyone who questions our aesthetic and political judgments. We will then haunt each others 

forgive: it should be “poesie americaine,” with an e at the end. Bravo, Luc” We will be correcting 

would include most of them), but of this current cult of personality that so pervades the internet 
poetry community. Can you deny it? On December 16, 2008 at 8:50 pm Michael Robbins wrote: 

beautiful but essentially reactionary and much prefer the work of Ricardo Reis or even Bernardo 

a Swiss-German accent, we may have chosen him to lead the Tulsa Cell of the Collective — a 
move that was endorsed by both Ron Padgett and Larry Clark. As it now stands, he is dead to us 

8:56 am Gretchen wrote: So, being a poet is about being angry at other people for being poets, 

something. Or something else.
    Daisy

    “So, being a poet is about being angry at other people for being poets, and lashing out at 
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